Directions: Answer each of the following questions with references to the text. Each question is answered within the play. Write 3-4 sentences for each question. Put all answers in your IN.

1. Why was the **Stepdaughter** allowed to leave but the **Son** was not?
2. Was the **Little Girl**'s death accidental?
3. Why does the **Stepdaughter** laugh so much?
4. Why did the **Little Girl** and the **Boy** not talk?
5. Why can **Little Girl** and the **Boy** die?
6. How does **Madam Pace** appear and disappear? Where does she go?
7. Why did **Mother** continue working with **Madam Pace**?
8. Was it part of the Six Character's story to appear to the **Director**?
9. How did the **Stepdaughter** know the **Son** couldn't leave but she could?
10. Why did the **Director** tell the **Actors** to leave after the kids died?
11. What is happening at the end?
12. If the characters knew the **Little Girl** and the **Boy** were going to die, why couldn't they stop it?
13. Why didn't the **Director** want to use the **Mother**'s real name?
14. If the **Stepdaughter** knew it was the **Father** why did she sleep with him anyways?
15. Why are the **Actors** part of the show? What is their purpose?